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Introduction

Presentation summary

an introduction to digital philology
editions

digitized editions
digital editions
DSEs – Digital Scholarly Editions

a few examples
tools and methods

text encoding, basic information about XML
representation problems, alternatives to XML
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Digital philology

What is Digital Philology?

general definition: “CS methods and tools 
applied to textual criticism to create a 
scholarly edition”
sounds like a multidisciplinary thing
used to create digital editions, but also 
traditional (printed) editions
labels: 

computational vs digital philology
electronic vs digital edition
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Introduction

Questions

if Digital Philology is born from CS methods 
and tools + traditional textual criticism
what is it precisely and which are its goals?
what is a digital edition?
is the digital format just another medium to 
publish the same content?
how do you prepare a digital edition?
what is going to change for the scholar?
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Introduction

Textual criticism

main goal: producing a reliable text 
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Digital philology

“What’s in a name?” 1

digital edition
of a newspaper (The Guardian, NYT, etc.)
of a journal (Wired, DM Journal, etc.)
of a book (→ ebook format)

different products, also different with regard 
to the paper “original”
academic editions are moving from paper to 
a digital medium ... but what does “digital 
edition” mean exactly for us?
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Digital philology

“What’s in a name?” 2

the “digital edition” label is way too generic
any kind of publication can be distributed both 
in printed and in digital form

current label for academic editions: Digital 
Scholarly Edition (DSE)

SDE before that, same meaning

the accent is on “scholarly”
academic level editions imply editing methods, 
peer review, evaluation, citability,etc.
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Digital philology

Digitized vs. Digital editions

for any traditional edition we work on a digital 
document which will be modified and/or adapted 
for printing → preprint / postprint
is a PDF document a “digital edition”? how about 
a book scan? better to distinguish:

digitized edition: scan images → PDF
edition in digital form: PDF, ebook
born digital edition: an edition that has been 
designed right from the start to be published on 
a digital medium
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Digital philology

What type of digital editions? 1

the answer is not as clear as one may think, there 
are many types and sub-types of SDEs:

text database (ALIM, DigilibLT, OTA)
hypertext editions (Wulfstan, Beowulf)
hypermedia editions (Rossetti Archive)
image-based editions (Electronic Beowulf)
collaborative/social editions (Hypernietzsche)
integration frameworks (TRAME, NINES, MESA)

is the “digital stuff” part enough to define a 
common ground? or the publication medium?
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Digital philology

What type of digital editions? 2

that’s orthogonal to the previous question, 
“traditional philology” has types and sub-types as 
well:

Lachmann
Bédier
new philology and documentary editions
genetic editions

not a completely neutral “encounter”: 
the tech ↔ philology mix has proved very 
fruitful for new philology / documentary editions
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Digital philology

Just a different medium?

another crucial question: is a digital edition just 
an electronic version of a traditional one?
if so, does it make sense at all to talk about 
“digital philology”?
if not, what are the implications on the 
methodological ground?
what does it change for a scholar? just new 
tools to learn, or an evolution of textual criticism 
methodology? what else?
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Digital philology

The traditional (printed) edition

it is basically the same since the XIX century: a 
very effective layout, but limited under several 
aspects (especially because of space)
the critical apparatus is the best compromise 
possible considering what the support allows
variants are presented in a compressed, 
incomplete (negative a., orthographic v.) format
synoptic editions (f.i. the Nibelungenlied) are 
rare and suffer from more compromises
photographic facsimile or diplomatic edition
you have to choose a specific edition level
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Digital philology

Beyond “text”

a medieval manuscript is a composite, 
complex work
text is strongly connected to the physical 
support → medieval tradition
mouvance (Zumthor, Parler du Moyen Age,  
Parigi, Éditions de Minuit, 1980)
variance (Cerquiglini, Éloge de la variante. 
Parigi, Seuil, 1989)
special ed. of Speculum (1990) → new philology 
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Digital philology

Ms bizantino XI sec. (Luca 1:3-6)
Bibliothèque Nationale, Parigi

Dettaglio della Croce di Ruthwell (Ruthwell Church,
Dumfriesshire, Scozia)
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Digital philology

MS. London, British Library, Harley 647
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Digital philology
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The digital edition

Electronic Beowulf 4.0: main view
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The digital edition

Dante’s Commedia: main view
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The digital edition

Dante’s De Monarchia: main view
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The digital edition
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The digital edition
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The digital edition

The Digital Parzival: main view
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The digital edition

The Digital Parzival: witness comparison
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The digital edition

The Online Froissart: witness comparison
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The digital edition

The Wandering Jew’s Chronicle: witness comparison
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The digital edition

Codex Baroccianus Graecus 111: witness comparison
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The digital edition

Marina Buzzoni: Heliand (work in progress)
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The digital edition

Petrus Plaoul: http://petrusplaoul.org/
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The digital edition

Francesca Tomasi: Vespasiano da Bisticci, Lettere
http://vespasianodabisticciletters.unibo.it/index.html
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The digital edition
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The digital edition

Defining the digital edition

a diplomatic or critical edition in hypertext form 
released by means of a digital medium or via the 
World Wide Web → LOD etc.
a born digital edition by design (also conversion)
an academic edition (Digital Scholarly Edition) 
thanks to the philological methodology used
one of the possible types according to textual 
scholarship methods: diplomatic/normalized 
edition, critical edition, genetic edition
“full digital edition”: edition text + all witnesses (or 
variants) + manuscript images → very ambitious
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The digital edition

What a digital edition really is

a true digital edition is not equivalent to a 
traditional one on a digital medium
a true digital edition is a dynamic tool:

Robinson 2005: “The layers of footnotes, the multiplicity 
of textual views, the opportunities for dramatic 
visualization interweaving the many with each other and 
offering different modes of viewing the one within the 
many—all this proclaims ‘I am a hypertext: invent a 
dynamic device to show me’”

which means you need a browsing software
first of all a digital edition is a research tool
you can move from a traditional to a digital edition, 
not the other way round without significant loss
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The digital edition

Click where?
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The digital edition

Digital edition advantages

critical apparatus not limited by space
variants can be handled in a dynamic way, you 
can offer all the witnesses’ texts and link them 
with the critical text
dynamic handling of edition levels (single source 
model) for single document editions
image-based editions give us the best of both 
worlds (facsimile, diplomatic and critical text)
it is also possible to work on the relation between 
text and its medium
more tools such as text search, digital restoration
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The digital edition

Digital edition disadvantages

editor: required an initial effort to learn methods 
and tools (the “computer stuff”)
user: learning curve due to the great variability of 
UIs and other problems with current DSEs
durability and accessibility over time → 
institutional repositories support
disintermediation has good but also negative 
effects (publishers’ help in part of the process)
evaluation problems → peer review, evaluation 
ex ante (MESA) and ex post (RIDE journal)
citability → ISBN, DOI easy to get today
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The digital edition

What is going to change?

from a strictly philological point of view: 
nothing

this is true whichever methodology you apply to 
your philological work 

from a working method point of view: a lot
believe it or not, though, there aren’t different 
phases or steps from a traditional edition

from a “final product” point of view: quite a 
lot (digital editions are very different)
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The digital edition

What does a “digital philologist” do?

being able to include all witnesses/variants 
doesn’t remove the scholar’s responsibility

“[...] if all the edition does is present all the information it 
is not an edition at all.” (Robinson)

all edition data (and its interpretation) must follow 
explicit editorial criteria

NB: even a “simple” transcription is an interpretation!

the reader must be enabled so that s/he can 
follow the editor’s logical path
the reader should also dispose of tools enabling 
her/him to reject the editor’s hypothesis and to put 
forward her/his own
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The digital edition

Creating a digital edition

three components needed for a (full) DSE:
text + images + browsing software

other components:
digital restoration
search (XML or text-only)
other software tools (e.g. concordances, LOD, etc.)

Guidelines for Electronic Scholarly Editions
 http://www.mla.org/cse_guidelines

Criteria for Reviewing Scholarly Digital Editions
https://ride.i-d-e.de/reviewers/catalogue-criteria-for-reviewing-digit
al-editions-and-resources/
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The digital edition

Available standards

image scan and archival
state of the art technique
formats: TIFF, JPEG, JPEG2000

text encoding
XML: TEI, EPIDOC, etc.
other: LaTeX, LMNL etc.

XML-related technologies
XSLT style sheets, XQuery, XPath, etc.

Web publishing
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, etc.
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The digital edition

Text preparation

fundamental step for the edition text, the critical 
apparatus, notes, introduction, etc.
could the text be encoded in HTML?

HTML is simple and effective
excellent for hypertext publishing on the Web
HTML a well documented and widely used 
international standard

limitations (no semantic encoding, small 
vocabulary, not an interchange format) that advise 
for a descriptive markup language such as XML
HTML is one possible output of XML

http://www.mla.org/cse_guidelines
https://ride.i-d-e.de/reviewers/catalogue-criteria-for-reviewing-digital-editions-and-resources/
https://ride.i-d-e.de/reviewers/catalogue-criteria-for-reviewing-digital-editions-and-resources/
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The digital edition

The XML markup language

XML (eXtensible Markup Language) documents are 
hardware and software independent
thanks to markup languages such as XML (and 
SGML) it is possible to perform a semantic 
annotation of the edition text(s)
XML documents are human readable, but the actual 
target is some form of processing software → rich 
software ecosystem (XSL, XPath, XQuery, etc.)
XML documents can be shown directly or 
transformed into other formats thanks to stylesheets
ISO and W3C standard: http://www.w3.org/XML/ 
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The digital edition

Text modeling and encoding

choosing an encoding format may seem a 
technical decision, but it isn’t
controversy about markup languages based on a 
rigid hierarchy (SGML and derivatives → XML)
the “text as ordered hierarchy of content objects 
(OHCO)” states that texts are “fundamentally 
hierarchical” (A. Renear, others)

if you agree, perfect alignment data model ↔ text
if not, your theory of text is at odds with the 
encoding methods & tools → “what is text?”
in any case one must be aware of the data model 
implications, and of its shortcomings
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The digital edition

XML has limitations

since it is based on a rigid hierarchy, XML has a 
weak point: multiple / concurrent hierarchies

http://www.w3.org/XML/
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The digital edition

Alternatives to XML

XML technical (and philosophical) weak spot: 
overlapping hierarchies (← stand-off markup)
LaTeX: https://www.latex-project.org/ (HTML export)
CTE (Classical Text Editor): http://cte.oeaw.ac.at/ 
LMNL (non-hierarchical markup language): 
http://xml.coverpages.org/LMNL-Abstract.html 
MVD: http://multiversiondocs.blogspot.it/ 
new non hierarchical language: TAGML
all these alternatives may be appealing in some very 
specific case, but are lacking in other ways with 
regard to markup needs
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The digital edition

Method or tool?

digital philology takes advantage of CS methods 
and tools, but can’t be equated to them

semantic annotation = method, XML (current) 
technical solution
ontologies = method, OWL/RDF tech. solution

a theoretical process is needed to adapt and 
design CS tools for our purposes
as well as foreseeing interesting new possibilities:

social/collaborative edition (Siemens)
distributed editions (Ore, O’Donnell)
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The digital edition

The encoded text is the edition

there are no separate steps: preparing and  
encoding of the edition are done at the same time
only a scholar can do the encoding
because each text has its specific features etc., 
encoding must at least be supervised
the edition “lives” in the encoded document
how to publish / browse the edition? by means of 
specific software such as TEI Publisher, EVT, etc.

perfect for long term preservation
it is possible to use different tools

https://www.latex-project.org/
http://cte.oeaw.ac.at/
http://xml.coverpages.org/LMNL-Abstract.html
http://multiversiondocs.blogspot.it/
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The digital edition

The displayed text is one possible edition

… it is not a good idea to entrust one’s prepared 
edition to a custom/proprietary software tool

unless it lets you export it in a standard format

any software will be obsolete in a matter of years → 
publish on the Web ← complex platforms

better secure the data part of the equation using 
proven standards → migration to new tool(s)

this will also allow other scholars to use your 
encoded texts, perhaps in very different ways
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